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Abstract.

The island divertor concept is an innovative and promising idea to handle heat

and particle exhaust in stellarators. At the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator, this

divertor concept plays a central role in the device mission to demonstrate reactor

relevant plasma confinement for steady-state time scales of up to 30 minutes in the

high-performance campaign (OP2) starting in 2022. During the recently concluded first

campaign with the inertially cooled island divertor, a large step in the experimental

qualification of this divertor concept has been made. In discharges heated with Electron

Cylotron Resonance Heating of 5−6 MW, central densities in the range of 0.7−1.2×1020

m−3 have been reached in combination with full divertor heat flux detachment. Also,

significant neutral gas pressures and neutral compression ratios were shown for the first

time in combination with reduced divertor particle flux. The divertor heat loads drop

by an order of magnitude from > 5 MW m−2 to below 0.5 MW m−2 with increasing

density, and substantial compression of neutrals reaching neutral pressure in the sub-

divertor volume of > 6.0× 10−4 mbar was seen. These elevated neutral pressure levels

can be obtained and maintained with an up to 80% reduction of the particle fluxes

onto the divertor target tiles. This discharge scenario was held stably detached for up

to 28 seconds, which is equivalent to several hundred energy confinement times τE and

longer than the time scales for current relaxation. No impurity accumulation was seen
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at constant Zeff ≈ 1.5 and the stored energy stayed constant at levels of Wdia > 600

kJ. The level of neutral pressure and compression reached in this scenario extrapolates

well to the steady-state particle exhaust requirements for high-performance steady-

state operation in OP2, in which the fully actively cooled High-Heat-Flux divertor

will be available. An overview of this recently discovered divertor regime is given and

the status of the physics understanding based on modeling of these regimes with the

EMC3-EIRENE code is presented.
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1. Introduction of the island divertor concept

Stellarators are inherently capable of stationary confinement of high temperature plas-

mas as they do not require external current drive [1, 2, 3]. The confining magnetic field,

including the necessary rotational transform, is produced by external coils. This intrin-

sic steady state capacity, however, puts the quest for an appropriate plasma material

interface design and a reliable heat and particle exhaust concept that can handle the

heat and particle fluxes in a stellarator in a steady state fashion, at highest priority

[4, 5, 6]. Because stellarator optimization [7, 8] for low neoclassical transport, reduced

energetic particle losses and stable plasma equilibrium properties can be obtained in

various magnetic configurations, the divertor design depends on the actual choice of the

equilibrium of the plasma core domain. Various choices are known [5] on how to con-

strain the plasma boundary by placing material surfaces around the three-dimensional

stellarator equilibrium in a way that minimizes consumption of vacuum volume and

optimizes for efficient heat and particle exhaust and sufficient neutral pumping to main-

tain stable plasma density and impurity conditions.

One candidate divertor concept for stellarators and heliotrons is the helical divertor as

implemented in the Large Helical Device (LHD) [9, 10]. The helical field line trajectories

departing from the stochastic domain that surrounds the LHD plasmas are intersected

in helical divertor slots, which recently also have been equipped with active pumping

[11] establishing a low recycling regime with full control of the divertor neutral particle

source [12, 13]. Another concept is the non-resonant divertor [14], in which no low

order rational surface is required to form the magnetic field structure of the divertor.

Instead, field lines departing from sharp corners of the magnetic equilibrium intersect

the divertor targets. This can make the divertor structure insensitive to internal plasma

equilibrium changes. This stellarator divertor concept was explored by field line tracing

in form of helical troughs first for W7-X [15] and then for devices with quasi-symmetric

optimization like the Helically Symmetric Experiment (HSX) [16, 17]. No experimental
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verification of the high-β features of the non-resonant divertor have been performed

beyond basic divertor characterizations at HSX [18]. However, both the helical as well

as the non-resonant divertor feature a resiliency against plasma equilibrium changes due

to internal plasma currents and even shifts of the magnetic axis. In Wendelstein 7-X

[5, 15, 19, 20] as well as its predecessor Wendelstein 7-AS [21, 22], a low order rational

surface in the plasma edge enables the utilization of a magnetic island structure as

the interface to plasma facing components in the Island Divertor. This approach can

be more sensitive to internal plasma currents that affect the position of the low order

rational surface in the plasma edge and hence the magnetic structure of the island

divertor [23]. The magnetic island volume represents a separated plasma domain which

can be optimized to match the requirements for heat dissipation, neutral compression,

and impurity screening [20].
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Figure 1: The island divertor at Wendelstein 7-X: (a) the magnetic structure as

Poincaré plot visualizing the five magnetic islands for the n/m = 5/5 standard magnetic

configuration and the good magnetic flux surfaces in the plasma core, (b) a photo of

the vessel interior and of one divertor module is shown, taken after the 2018 divertor

campaign and (c) the plasma contour with six out of ten divertor modules is depicted.

The general layout of the island divertor concept and its actual implementation in the

W7-X device is shown in figure 1. The design considerations and choices made for this

divertor implementation are discussed in [24, 25] from a historic perspective, in [5] as

part of the international stellarator divertor program and in [26] in view of first results.

As described in [24, 25], the guiding principles encompass that divertor targets with a

large enough surface need to be implemented in the 3D device design to spread the heat

flux sufficiently. This includes a shallow incident angle for magnetic spreading of the

heat flux. The divertor needs to feature an opening - the pumping gap - that is arranged

such that neutrals can enter the pumping domain and can be exhausted. This requires

a close proximity of the strike line on the target plate to the pumping gap to foster

neutral collection. The analysis of the particle balance and recycling characteristics of
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the island divertor described in [27, 28, 29] showed that stable density control can be

expected. Also, the magnetic variability in the magnetic island width and strike line

position enabled by the divertor control coils was shown to be a versatile actuator for

control of the recycling and pumping features [27]. In essence, the island provides a

buffer volume between the divertor target plates and the core plasma. The properties

of this buffer plasma determine the divertor functionality. Low temperatures and high

plasma densities are predicted to provide an effective collection channel for exhausted

main species gas with a high retention probability for recycled neutrals. The position

of the strike line with respect to the pumping gap controls how many neutrals can be

collected in the pumping domain. The closer the strike line, the higher the collection

probability. The island width wisl can be used to control the width of the buffer plasma

as well as the magnetic connection length Lc which provides means to regulate the

parallel to perpendicular transport ratio. This impacts the deposition profiles on the

divertor targets as well as the parallel flow profiles in the momentum balance [29]. The

eventual island divertor implementation for W7-X is the result of these divertor design

considerations and optimizations which were performed in the framework of the overall

optimization of the magnetic configuration for its core plasma confinement and stability

properties. The role of these physics principles for detached scenarios is analyzed in [20]

and will be referred to extensively in this paper.

In figure 1.a, the magnetic structure of the plasma equilibrium is shown at the bean

shaped cross section in form of a Poincaré plot. The plasma core with good flux surfaces

is seen followed radially outward by a domain with five substantially sized magnetic is-

lands. They form the plasma boundary domain and are intersected by divertor target

plates forming the island divertor unit. The target plates are comprised out of a verti-

cal target and a horizontal target, as shown in the picture of figure 1.b. The horizontal

and vertical target plate, together with a baffle on top of both targets and the divertor

closure form one divertor module. In between these target plates, the divertor pumping

gap is located. There are ten of these modules, two per device segment in the five fold

symmetry setup of W7-X. The divertor modules are aligned with the plasma equilibrium

as close fitting units shown in figure 1.c. The domain in between the horizontal and

vertical target is open towards the divertor housing, which enables collection of neutrals

and the build up of neutral pressure for pumping.

The island divertor was operated with the inertially cooled Test Divertor Unit (TDU)

in 2017/18. Promising results were obtained suggesting the island divertor concept as

a possible way to establish a reliable plasma wall interface with minimal control needs

[26, 30, 31]. In this paper, we show for the first time a stably detached efficient heat and

particle exhaust regime in the island divertor, in which the heat fluxes to the divertor

surfaces vanish and particle fluxes are reduced by up to 80%. At the same time sufficient

neutral pressure for efficient particle exhaust is obtained. It is found to be compatible

with the required steady state particle exhaust for the upcoming steady state campaigns
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in 2022 and beyond. At this point, the fully water cooled High Heat Flux (HHF) diver-

tor that includes the sub-divertor cryogenic pumping system will have been installed.

The plasma discharges discussed in this paper are heated by electron cyclotron reso-

nance heating (ECRH) in second harmonic extraordinary (X2) or ordinary (O2) mode

for high density absorption [32].

To provide experimental information on the features of the SOL and divertor plasma

at W7-X during the detachment experiments, we will use in this paper in particular

the following quantities. Their according relevance for the divertor functionality as a

system component for steady state plasma operation for the upcoming HHF divertor

campaign is pointed out. We here also conceptually link to the divertor requirements

for a stellarator reactor [33] in a general sense:

• divertor heat and particle fluxes: these are the key figures of merit for a detached

divertor and need to be reduced enough to maintain the divertor integrity. A typical

value for the maximal heat flux density for actively water cooled solid state plasma

facing components is 10 MW m−2 [34]. The according number for a reactor system

will depend on the actual choice of plasma facing components, i.e. liquid or solid

and the cooling technology. The High-Heat-Flux divertor at W7-X is designed to

handle this heat flux [25], but in the experiments considered here, this value is

barely reached due to the relatively low heating power density at PH = 6 MW

that was available. Therefore, the investigation of the heat flux reduction will be

performed in reference to the maximal heat flux density reached for a given plasma

scenario during the attached phase of the discharge.

• neutral pressure in the divertor: only if sufficient neutral pressure is maintained

inside of the divertor pumping volume while detaching the particle fluxes, exhaust

of main species and impurity particles can be provided. In a stellarator reactor the

pumping capability will need to be sufficient to exhaust excess fuel gas as well as the

helium ash [35]. In this paper, we discuss results related to exhaust of excess fuel

and hydro-carbon impurities to maintain stable density conditions at compatible

impurity concentrations. The exhaust of helium is not studied.

• neutral compression: this metric denotes the ratio of the downstream neutral

pressures to the upstream values; this ratio should be as high as possible to show

that neutrals are collected in the divertor for optimum access to the pumping

system. Also, the neutral density in the main chamber, i.e. upstream, need to

be small to avoid charge-exchange acceleration of neutrals that can (a) cause first

wall sputtering and (b) build-up a fast neutral source for a high level of upstream

fueling that can make the density control challenging.

• radiative fraction: this is the ratio of radiated power to the input power and it

should be high with most of it being located in the island divertor and scrape-off

layer domain. Adverse impact of high radiation on the core plasma parameters

should hence be minimized. For a reactor, such a scenario with dominant plasma
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edge and SOL radiation has to be generated in a stable fashion [33].

• core plasma parameters: the plasma core needs to be stable during the transition

into detachment so that the necessary performance can be maintained. For a

stellarator reactor, the plasma core performance needs to be sufficient to maintain

plasma burn or ignition [33]. For W7-X, we will use the best performance of

the plasma discharge used for the detachment study as reference to investigate

any possible performance degradation. This is typically the attached phase of the

discharge which precedes the density ramp up yielding detachment.

The trends of these parameters with increasing density when approaching detachment

depend on specifics of the magnetic structure, physical implementation, and material

of the island divertor. Three specific elements are of importance: First, the size of the

magnetic island, as well as the location of the strike line with respect to the pumping

gap of the divertor, is an important actuator that can be controlled externally by the

planar coils and the divertor control coils. The closer the strike line and hence the dom-

inant recycling domain is located to the pump gap, the more likely it is to collect the

neutrals produced by the recycling process. It will be shown that the divertor scenarios

possible at W7-X in the standard divertor configuration allow to change the width of the

island which comes with a change of the position of the strike line. Second, the divertor

baffling in the 3D geometry is complex. Optimal closure was obtained by installing a

full baffle with front and end closures of the divertor pumping domain [36]. However,

unavoidable gaps in the closure result in a neutral leakage that is expected to range be-

tween 5− 30% of the neutral particles collected in the pumping domain. This divertor

leakage can diminish the pumping capability of the divertor and yield loss of density

control if too many neutrals are available for fueling of the core plasma outside of the

divertor. Third, the divertor targets are made out of Carbon (Carbon Fiber Composite

CFC) which introduces an intrinsic impurity source that is linked to the incoming ion

flux in a given scenario due to sputtering. Therefore, the particle flux in the divertor is

linked to the impurity amount available in the divertor for radiation and hence to the

energy dissipation from radiation. The role of all three aspects will be discussed with

respect to the experimental observations in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, specific aspects of the magnetic field

structure in the SOL of W7-X and ITER as a tokamak reference are discussed to relate

the observations and our interpretation of this first assessment of detachment in the

island divertor to the well studied detachment process in tokamak divertors. In section

3, the thermal detachment properties are described followed by a discussion of the

reduced particle fluxes and simultaneous build up of significant neutral pressures in

section 4. The role of radiative power losses from the plasma edge due to impurity

radiation is discussed in section 5. In section 6, the steady state properties of this

regime are discussed and the paper is concluded by a summary and discussion in the

final section 7.
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2. Magnetic topology considerations to discuss island divertor detachment

with a basic connection to tokamak detachment in a single-null divertor

Detachment is the process of reduced heat and particle fluxes to the divertor targets in

order to maintain heat fluxes within technical limitations of the material and cooling

capacity. Also, particle fluxes need to be reduced to keep erosion and impurity pro-

duction on tolerable levels in regards of both the device impurity content as well as to

maintain the integrity of the plasma facing components. In addition, the particle flux

contributes to the power and momentum balance at the targets [20, 37, 38, 39], that

defines the relation between upstream, i.e. in the main chamber in the volume of the

device mid-plane and downstream plasma pressures to maintain high upstream pressure

[40]. The incoming ion flux also contributes to the deposited energy flux onto the diver-

tor targets when recombining to neutral particles in the material [41, 42]. The resulting

requirement of reduced particle flux then needs to be combined with maintaining of high

enough divertor neutral pressure for sufficient pumping. These functional requirement

of reduced divertor loads combined with sufficient neutral pressure will guide the pre-

sentation of experimental results in this paper.

To understand the physical processes of detachment, specific models have been devel-

oped during several decades of exploring this process in the tokamak configuration. The

simple and complex-SOL approaches and the two-point model as introduced for instance

in [43], [44] and [45] are the most basic approaches that are regularly used to cope with

the complex, non-linear process of divertor detachment in tokamaks. Many papers and

reviews exist that elaborate on the detachment process (see for instance [38, 39, 46]) as

well as the projection towards ITER [34, 47]. Also, a comprehensive discussion about

the similarities and differences between this tokamak basis and the stellarator and he-

liotron divertor physics can be found in [48] and [49].

In order to aid the understanding of the first of its kind experimental observations for

the island divertor that are presented in this paper, in reference to canonical tokamak

analysis approaches, we provide a brief argument in terms of the magnetic field structure

of the plasma edge that will allow to present the measurements discussed in terms of

upstream, i.e. in the vicinity of the last closed flux surface in the main chamber, and

downstream, i.e. at the divertor target plates, conditions. It is important to note that

the results presented in this paper are the first observations of physical quantities in

this complex SOL physics process. We will survey the results in a consistent manner,

but the detailed physics understanding is still emerging and will be expanded in future

experimental campaigns. Hence, much of the detailed physics discussions of the specifics

of the detachment process in the island divertor and detailed comparisons to the process

in the tokamak configuration is deferred to future papers.

In tokamaks, the relation between the core plasma, the divertor plasma, and plasma
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material interface is quantified by comparing upstream measurements in the vicinity of

the last closed flux surface (LCFS) with downstream parameters at the divertor tar-

get. This is motivated by the physics underlying detachment. Heat and particle influx

into the open field line SOL domain are transported along the field lines towards the

end point on the targets. The exact features of the parallel transport governs the down-

stream profiles and the magnitude of the arriving fluxes. See, for instance, the two-point

model as described in [45] or following [39] as a recent review. A particle, power, and

momentum balance is established between the upstream and downstream position. In

the attached regime, convective heat, and particle fluxes, and the associated momentum

flux governs this equilibrium. When the density is increased, the downstream density

starts to rise faster than the upstream density and a regime of high-recycling is entered.

In this regime, ionization as well as radiation power losses in the divertor volume cause

energy dissipation and reduced upstream particle sources as well as friction between

plasma and neutral gas along the field line can cause momentum losses. These mech-

anisms eventually reduce the heat flux to the divertor and also the particle flux. In

this paper, a first systematic overview of the properties of the island divertor plasma

and its coupling to the main plasma in the confined, domain during the transition into

detachment and for long detached phases, is presented.

To approach an analysis of the island divertor features when detachment is achieved,

we need to sort the available measurements into the up-/downstream scenario presented

before. To do this, the magnetic connection length Lc is an important quantity as it

defines the geometrical scale length for the parallel transport. Therefore, the magnetic

field structure in the plasma edge is important to understand the link between toka-

maks and stellarators. In figure 2, a comparison of the SOL magnetic field structure

is shown for W7-X (figure 2.a) and ITER (figure 2.b). For each device, a plot of the

equilibrium surfaces is shown. For ITER, one single field line at ∆r = 1 cm outside of

the last-closed flux surface is traced towards both end point on the inner and outer di-

vertor, respectively. The equilibrium shown is located at the upstream position, i.e. the

toroidal location where this field line intersects the poloidal plane at the outer mid-plane

position. For W7-X, one field line is marked that connects one upper divertor with one

lower divertor module. Equilibrium surface plots are shown at the toroidal position of

these divertor modules and at the toroidal positions that lay toroidally in between. At

these positions, the island flux tube intersects these equilibria at the radially inside and

outside mid-plane position. Another field line is shown that is started at ∆starget = 1 cm

above the upper divertor target surface to show the precession of these SOL field lines

around the torus for many turns. Details of the complex connection length Lc structure

for this stellarator configuration are discussed later. It is important to note that the

magnetic field lines stay within one magnetic island and hence, five such magnetic SOL

flux bundles form the island divertor SOL at W7-X.

For the ITER case, the outer mid-plane is marked that is often used as the upstream
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Figure 2: Comparison of the magnetic field structure in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of

Wendelstein 7-X (figure part a) and ITER (figure part b). For each device, a plot of the

equilibrium surfaces is shown. For ITER, one single field line at ∆r = 1 cm outside of

the last-closed flux surface is traced towards both end points on the inner (marked in

blue) and outer divertor (marked in red), respectively. The equilibrium shown is located

at the upstream position, i.e. the toroidal location where this field line intersects the

poloidal plane at the outer mid-plane position. For W7-X, one field line is marked that

connects one upper divertor with one lower divertor module. The first part, i.e. upper

to lower divertor is marked in red and the second part, i.e. from the lower to the upper

divertor. Equilibrium surface plots are shown at the toroidal position of these divertor

modules and at the toroidal positions that lay toroidally in between. At these positions,

the island flux tube intersects these equilibria at the radially inside and outside mid-

plane position. Another field line is shown that is started at ∆starget = 1 cm above the

upper divertor target surface to show the precession of these SOL field lines around the

torus for many turns. Details of the complex connection length structure are discussed

in the text.

position to relate core plasma parameters to the divertor conditions. One field line

representative for a magnetic flux tube was traced from this upstream position into

the downstream intersection point in the inner (blue part of the field line) and outer

(red part of the field line) divertor. The helicity of the field line that establishes the

connection between the upstream and downstream position to discuss detachment is

obvious. The comparable types of field lines for the W7-X configuration shown in figure

2.a shows the low shear of the magnetic field in W7-X. The blue/red colored field line

shows a field line that was started right on the divertor target of one of the five upper

divertor modules and connects to the ϕ = 180o distant lower divertor module. The

red field line indicates the first part of this trace, the blue field line the second part,

i.e. a field line that was started at the intersection point and traced forward until it
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hits the upper divertor again. This structure shows the connected divertor feature of

the n/m = 5/5 standard divertor configuration that we address in this paper. Five of

these connected flux tubes from one upper to one lower divertor exist. The experimental

results discussed in this paper will hence be presented in alignement with one of these

five SOL flux tubes that are formed by one of the five magnetic islands shown in figure

1.a.

If we now start a field line at some distance away from the divertor target, it can be

seen that we place this starting point inside of this magnetic island structure that con-

nects this pair of upper/lower divertor modules. Therefore, field lines will stay inside of

this flux tube but precess around the torus for a significant amount of toroidal turns,

which yields large connection length Lc of several hundred meters. This is often referred

to as an advantage of stellarators, because during this long precession perpendicular

transport can flatten the radial plasma profiles and hence cause more shallow heat and

particle flux profiles with reduced peak heat fluxes on the island divertor target surfaces

[20, 48, 49]. Such a field line - started traced within another of the five SOL flux tubes

for better visibility - is shown as a thin blue line in figure 2.a for W7-X. This field line

goes around the torus six times before intersecting the target and hence features a much

longer value of Lc than the short field line discussed as example before. The reason for

this slow poloidal precession of the field line on the flux surfaces inside of the island is

the low internal magnetic shear inside of the island [20, 49].

These features point out that the magnetic field structure of the W7-X configuration

discussed in this paper is more complex than the tokamak situation. However, it is

important to note that one upper divertor module is connected in this configuration

by a magnetic island with a lower divertor module ϕ ≈ 180o apart. This establishes

an edge magnetic field structure in which an upstream and downstream position can

be identified. In fact, one will need to discuss two upstream positions, as the field line

makes a full toroidal turn and we find one intersection at the intermediate symmetric

planes that intersects the poloidal plane at the inside of the torus (red field line) and

one at the outside (blue field line). The details of the distribution of Lc(R,Z) across the

magnetic island will be discussed in the next section and will aid to discuss the location

of the experimental measurements that are utilized.

3. Observation of thermal detachment in the island divertor

A characteristic measure for the heat flux loading of a divertor in any magnetic confine-

ment fusion device is the scaling of the heat flux with plasma density [38, 47, 50, 51, 52].

This relationship is important, as with approaching high plasma core density for op-

timizing the fusion gain, the divertor heat fluxes need to stay within technical limits

of the divertor surface material. For instance, melting has to be avoided and mate-

rial erosion needs to be kept low. Also, cooling and thermal cycling limits need to be
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accommodated to maintain the integrity of the plasma wall interface and also of the

structural and cooling components of the divertor unit. In figure 3, an overview of the

heat flux characteristic during a density ramp from ne,l.i. = 9.5 − 11.5 × 1019 m−2 in

line integrated density ne,l.i. along a plasma path segment with length ll.i. = 1.3 m is

shown [53]. The discharge scenario (W7-X reference program 20180814.024) considered

here and throughout the paper is the Standard Divertor Configuration (SDC) with a

ι = n/m = 5/5 poloidal (m) and toroidal (n) mode number configuration at a heating

power of PECRH = 6MW . The ECRH heating was supplied in these experiments by

X2 mode heating for densities up to ne,l.i. = 6.0 × 1019 m−2 after which the ECRH

system was switched to O2 heating. The density range utilized in these experiments

was a result of fairly high start density of ne,l.i. = 9.0× 1019m−2 for these heating pow-

ers. As discussed later based on results of gas balances, particles desorbed from the

wall reservoir yielded this density naturally and reliably. However, the wall reservoir

for these discharges also prevented access to lower densities for the detachment studies

presented here. Therefore, complete scans of the recycling flux from attached into high

recycling and finally detached condition are not available. From this natural startup

density level on, a small density increase was sufficient to obtain the detached plasma

regime discussed. Establishing this working point was reliably obtained throughout the

campaign and did not depend on the time after the boronization. During the 2018 cam-

paign with the Test Divertor Unit (TDU), three boronization were performed [26, 54].

The promising divertor regime was seen after boronization of the vacuum vessel was

started. A central element in this advance of the divertor regime after boronization was

that the Oxygen content was reduced. This reduced the impurity concentration around

the plasma and hence reduced the radiated power losses which then allowed to reach

higher densities at the available heating power levels [31]. Please see [54] for details of

the impact of the boronization on the plasma performance and vacuum quality. Com-

parisons will be discussed to pre-boronization experiments.

As seen in figure 3.a, the integrated heat flux across all divertor target surfaces (
∫
qdxdy)

is reduced during this density sweep from a level of larger than ≈ 3.5MW down to

smaller than ≈ 0.7MW . The saturation of
∫

q is caused by the fact that a short 0.2

s time window of almost constant plasma conditions is preceding the ramp and the

eventual density state is kept constant for about 0.4 s until the end of the controlled

discharge. As will be discussed later in detail, this power dissipation is a result mostly

due to radiative losses.

The heat flux distribution on the divertor target surfaces of one divertor module (here

half-module 51) is shown in figure 3b-c for thee levels of ne,l.i.. A homogeneous thermal

unloading of the divertor surfaces is seen. Note that the maximum level of the color

code in figures 3b-c is adjusted for each density level to maintain visibility of the heat

flux distribution. The maximum heat flux density detected on the divertor module is

reduced from q̂ = 3.0MWm−2 for ne,l.i. = 9.5× 1019m−2 at t = 5.0s to q̂ = 1.5MWm−2

for ne,l.i. = 10.2× 1019m−2 at t = 6.0s and finally reaches consistently values of smaller
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Figure 3: Experimental observation of the heat flux detachment: in figure (a) the

dependence of the integrated heat flux onto all divertor target plates on the line averaged

density is shown. A homogeneous thermal unloading of the divertor target plates is seen

during this detachment transition by the heat flux measurements on the divertor targets

in half-module 51, shown in figures part b-d.

than q̂ = 0.5MWm−2 for density values above ne,l.i. = 11.3×1019m−2 at times later than

t = 7.0s. This reduction of the maximum heat flux by almost an order of magnitude

is a reliable result, which was obtained for different heating scenarios at different den-

sity levels as discussed later on. One specific metric in this transition into full thermal

detachment is the fraction of power radiated by line emission of the absorbed heating

power PECRH frad. This increases from frad = 0.35 to frad = 0.7 and reaches values

frad > 0.8 for the fully thermally detached phase. It will be seen in the following that

frad is a central metric because detachment access and also the divertor particle fluxes

and neutral pressure levels for the island divertor correlate with it. It should be noted

that the measurement of radiated powers and the spatial resolution of the radiated

power distribution represents a significant diagnostic challenge [55]. The measurement

uncertainty in terms of the absolute level of radiated powers is defined by the calibration

accuracy as well as spectroscopic cross talk from first wall components in the bolometric

measurement. Presently, an estimated measurement uncertainty of 10 % of the mea-

sured radiated power levels is used. The geometrical observation uncertainties to resolve

the radiation localization will be discussed later.

The heat flux detachment was seen in experiment to correlate with frad. This cor-

relation was also reproduced in modeling with the EMC3-EIRENE fully 3D plasma

edge fluid and kinetic neutral transport code [57, 58]. This modeling was conducted
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Figure 4: Heat flux detachment modeling with EMC3-EIRENE. In figure part (a),

the Lehmer maximum and mean [56] for the peak and averaged heat flux is shown as

a function of the separatrix density (see explanation in text). In figure parts (b-d), the

2-D heat flux distribution on the horizontal and vertical target of one divertor modules

is shown for three density cases. The maximum of the color bar is adjusted for each

step to show the homogeneous cooling across the entire divertor targets.

in alignment with the experimental situation to aid direct comparisons of trends in the

most important parameters for detachment. More detailed matching of experimental

conditions by reconstructing, for instance, radial profiles to constrain the selection of

transport coefficients etc. is being addressed and will be discussed in future papers. A

comparison between modeled and measured densities and temperatures at the separa-

trix is presented below. For the modeling utilized in this paper, an input power level

of PECRH = 5.8MW evenly distributed between electrons and ions was utilized and

a perpendicular anomalous particle diffusivity of D⊥ = 0.5m2s−1 was assumed with

χ⊥ = 3 × D⊥ for the perpendicular anomalous heat diffusivity. The electron density

ne,s at the separatrix was used as a boundary condition for the particle balance in the

code. While in the numerical setup, the position of the last closed flux surface is well

defined and ne,s can directly be determined, this parameter is very difficult to obtain

in experiment with certainty. Therefore, we use ne,s as density value in the modeling

and ne,l.i. as density metric in the experiment to be less susceptible to variations in the

separatrix position in experiment. Details about the density ne,s are discussed later

based on figure 14. The modeling is found to match the experiment within the error

bars of the density measurement (≈ 30%) and within a factor of two for Te (40 − 80

eV).
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In figure 4, a comparable setup of data as discussed for the experiment in figure 3,

but now based on EMC3-EIRENE results with these input parameters is shown. In

figure part (a), the Lehmer means [56] for the peak and averaged heat flux is shown as

a function of the separatrix density. The Lehmer mean and maximum [56] is defined

as L(x) =
∫
xpds/

∫
xp−1ds. Here, x represents the heat flux density distribution over

the entire surface s of all relevant targets. They are evaluated using with p=2 and 30,

respectively. In figure parts (b-d), the 2-D heat flux distribution on the horizontal and

vertical target of one divertor modules is shown for three density cases. The maximum

of the color bar is adjusted for each step to show the homogeneous cooling across the

entire divertor targets. The scaling of the heat flux density q⊥ with ne,s is shown on the

left and resembles qualitatively the experimentally identified reduction of more than an

order of magnitude. However, the density variation in experiment was much smaller

than in this first, qualitative modeling attempt, and hence the actual reduction level

cannot directly be compared. An important feature of the way the thermal unloading

of the divertor surfaces proceeds is jointly observed in experiment and modeling. To

discuss this observation, the 2D distributions of the q⊥ on the divertor targets is shown

on the right, with adjusted color bar for each of the density steps. This analysis shows

the same homogeneous thermal unloading of the divertor targets with increasing den-

sity, as seen in experiment, and confirms numerically the transition into full thermal

detachment. This modeling setup will later be used to discuss findings on particle flux

and neutral pressure build up.
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Figure 5: Integrated divertor heat flux y-axis on all plots as function of ne,l.i. (part

(a)), the radiative fraction (part (b)) and the divertor neutral gas pressure (part (c)).

The thermal detachment itself is an important finding, but to make for a successful

divertor concept more requirements of the island divertor as exhaust device have to be

met. In figure 5, the integrated heat flux already discussed before is now plotted as a

function of the radiated power fraction frad (figure 5.b) and of the averaged neutral gas

pressure p̄n,div across all divertor modules (figure 5.c). The averaged neutral pressure
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p̄n,div = (
∑3

i=1 pn,pump gap)/3 is obtained using the three available hot cathode neutral

pressure measurements located close to the divertor pump gap [59] at the end points

of the island SOL discussed based on figure 2. This average is taken as representative

measure for the entire set of divertor modules. This analysis exhibits two important

features of this detachment regime. First, in figure 5.b, it is seen that the integrated

heat flux decays linearly with frad. The start density level of ne,l.i. = 9.5 × 1019m−2 at

the beginning results in a moderate level of frad = 0.35, which increases rapidly with

increasing density to frad > 0.8 but well below radiative collapse of the power balance.

Therefore, as will be shown later, such a moderate density swing as executed in these

experiments enable reliable access to a domain in which 0.8 < frad < 0.9 and where

heat fluxes are largely vanished.

The second important observation is the p̄n,div increases from a level of p̄n,div =

5.2×10−4mbar at t = 5s to p̄n,div = 6.0×10−4mbar at t = 6s and equilibrates at around

p̄n,div = 6.5 × 10−4mbar at t = 7s and beyond. This ≈ 25% increase in p̄n,div is an

important finding, as heat flux detachment needs to be combined with sufficient neutral

pressure for stable particle and impurity exhaust. However, at this point the increase

in neutral pressure with increasing density indicates increasing divertor particle fluxes

during the complete thermal detachment. This would be an adverse effect with respect to

maintaining divertor surface integrity, because surface erosion levels might increase with

increasing overall particle flux - depending on the actual divertor plasma temperatures.

Even if the divertor plasma is cooled below physical sputtering thresholds, high density

immediately at the target can yield transfer of the potential energy of recombination

processes and hence exceed heat flux limits [60]. Therefore, as a common paradigm,

a well detached divertor shall feature detached heat fluxes and at least significantly

reduced particle fluxes, to a level compatible with maintaining a sufficient neutral

pressure for efficient particle exhaust [46, 61, 34]. To address this capability of the

island divertor, in the following the neutral particle inventory and the divertor particle

fluxes in relation to the heat flux and frad will be discussed in detail.

4. Neutral pressure build up and particle flux detachment

The build up of neutral pressure levels in the range of 2−8×10−4 mbar depends on the

heating power PECRH applied through a link between density and PECRH . This is shown

in figure 6.a, where p̄n,div(ne,l.i.) is plotted for a wide set of discharges with different heat-

ing powers, before and after the boronization, and also for two different settings of the

island control coil currents ICC , which control the island size and position. The set of

discharges considered in the following consists also of two discharges at PECRH = 2 MW

and PECRH = 3 MW from before the boronization was performed, included in figure

6.a as blue and orange traces (see labels). In these discharges, neutral pressure levels

were limited to p̄n,div < 10−4mbar and the plasma density was usually in the range of

ne,l.i. < 5.0× 1019m−2. After the boronization Oxygen and Carbon levels were reduced
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by up to a factor of 20 [26, 54], which allowed for much higher plasma density and simul-

taneously increased neutral pressure levels. This is visualized by the p̄n,div(ne,l.i.) traces

in figure 6.a from after boronization. For instance, the yellow and purple time trace

represent p̄n,div(ne,l.i.) at PECRH = 2 MW (yellow) and at PECRH = 3 MW (purple), i.e.

at the same PECRH levels as the two previous discharges before boronization. The huge

increase in the density range obtained, as well as the factor of 5 − 10 increase in p̄n,div
from levels of 4− 6× 10−5mbar before boronization, to 2− 4× 10−4mbar at this power

level after boronization is evident. Also, a saturation of p̄n,div is seen once a certain den-

sity level is reached at a given PECRH . Further increasing the heating power expands

the density range and yields further increased levels of p̄n,div. This is seen in the green

time trace, in which p̄n,div(ne,l.i.) is shown for PECRH = 6 MW to reach 4−5×10−4mbar.
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Figure 6: The neutral pressure build up with density is shown in figure part a before

and after the boronization and considering three different power levels and two levels of

island control coil currents ICC , that is 0 kA where not otherwise indicated. In figure

part b, the neutral compression ratio between the main vessel, measured with one hot

cathode gauge at the outer mid-plane (i.e. the upstream position), and one in the

divertor housing, i.e. the downstream position is shown.

In figure 6.b, the neutral compression ratio Cn for this sequence of discharges is shown.

In a successful divertor scheme, it is important to avoid build up of high neutral pres-

sures in the main chamber of the vacuum vessel, but neutrals need to be captured in the

divertor chamber to realize stable pumping and good plasma density control. There-

fore, we compare the neutral pressure in the main chamber pn,midplane with the averaged

neutral pressure p̄n,div obtained in the divertor pumping volume. Here, pn,midplane is mea-

sured by one hot-cathode gauge that is located at the upstream position of the island

divertor SOL, as discussed, based on figure 2. It is located approximately 30 cm away

radially from the last closed flux surface and maybe 20 cm away from the outermost flux
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surface of the island that forms the SOL. The result of this analysis is shown in figure

6.b as a function of the line integrated density Cn(ne,l.i.). The color of the time traces

matches the discharges discussed previously for figure part a. One can see that before

boronization Cn was limited to values below 50 and reduced to below 5 for the highest

densities reached in this scenario. After boronization, a much improved compression

ratio of Cn = 80 − 90 at low density before detachment and of Cn > 35 during the

detached regime was seen. These values show that the neutral collection in the diver-

tor produces a downstream neutral pressures that overcomes the pressure in the main

chamber by a factor of 35 and more. This is correlated with a stable density control for

these plasmas and indicates a sufficient pumping capability that is established with this

pressure balance in the vacuum vessel during plasma operations. The strong reduction

of the compression ratio as detachment is obtained supports an increased leakage of neu-

trals from the divertor into the main chamber, but it is shown below that the pumping

level reached is compatible with a steady state balance of fueling, pumping and stable

density control for long time scales. The values of Cn are obtained with the relatively

open divertor baffle structure shown in figure 1.b and c. The target structure is rela-

tively open. The surfaces at the end of the divertor module towards the main chamber

are closed by divertor closure panels [36] shown in figure 1.b. The compression ratios

obtained are substantial due to the high densities in the divertor (≈ 2.0 − 4.0 × 1019

m−3, see figure 14) at temperatures in the ≈ 50 eV range and a resulting H ionization

length scale of λio,H ≈ 2− 5 mm, assuming purely atomic neutrals at thermal velocities

defined by the wall temperatures. Including molecular dissociation and charge exchange

can increase λio,H , but the limiting impact of low temperatures and high densities in

the domain of the island during detachment is discussed later. We therefore consider

λio,H to be smaller than the island width wisl at the O-point (10− 12 cm) for the bulk

of the neutral population. This limits the probability of a recycled neutral particle to

reach the plasma core and increases the collection probability and hence efficiency of

the divertor. The volume of the island that forms the divertor hence can serve as an

effective means to generate such good collection efficiencies as measured here by Cn.

This topic deserves more detailed deliberations and analysis, but this general finding

and explanation of the effectiveness of the island divertor for good pumping was also

seen in the exploration study with EMC3-EIRENE used for reference [20].

The island divertor setup at W7-X is equipped with divertor control coils. These are

normally conducting, window-frame coils, which are situated inside of the vacuum vessel

behind the the outer baffles that extend from the bean shaped symmetry plane into the

high-iota domain of each island divertor module [6]. The island geometry can be manip-

ulated with these coils in order to control divertor conditions. In figure 6.a, two more

traces of p̄n,div(ne,l.i.) are included that were obtained during applying the maximum

allowable current ICC = 2 kA to these control coils. The trace in red is the result from

a discharge with PECRH = 3 MW and in light blue, the maximum pressure obtained is

shown for a discharge with PECRH = 6 MW. The heat flux detachment for this discharge
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was already presented in the discussion of figure 3-5. This W7-X experimental program

20180814.024 will be the main analysis target in the following. It can be clearly seen

that application of this level of ICC yields an increase of p̄n,div by 30 − 50% to up to

6.5×10−4mbar for the PECRH = 6MW case (light blue line). This is a result of changing

the size and shape of the magnetic island that forms the island divertor. In figure 7, a

comparison is shown of the magnetic structure of the island for a case with ICC = 0 kA

(figure 7.a) and ICC = 2 kA (figure 7.b).
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Figure 7: Structure of the magnetic island depicted at toroidal angle φ = 12.5o as wall

to wall connection length Lc with (a) no control coil current ICC = 0 kA and with (b)

ICC = 2 kA. The color coded Lc values were obtained from a field line tracing that was

concatenated at Lc = 1000 m. This maximal value is marked with a red color. These

red field lines inside of the separatrix are therefore longer than 1000 m. At some radial

point inward, the tracing was stopped. This is the white domain in the core, where flux

surfaces from a Poincaré plot are included. In the outer domain, field lines in the SOL

are short (Lc < 20 m) and they are marked in white radially outward of the islands.

This approach hence emphasizes the clarity of the connection length structure around

the islands and all the way to the separatrix with the color code provided. Some selected

Lc values are shown and referred to in the text.

These plots depict the magnetic connection length Lc(R,Z) from wall to wall in this

domain of the plasma obtained from vacuum magnetic field line tracing. The plasma

center was not included in the field line tracing and is marked in white with Lc = ∞
and further out in red with Lc > 1000 m, which was the maximum length the field

line was traced for. In this domain, the field lines lay on good flux surfaces as shown

in the overlaid Poincaré plot of selected surfaces as example. Passing the separatrix

of the n/m = 5/5 island, a reduction of Lc is seen with a specific substructure that

reflects the fact that the magnetic islands have their own internal flux surfaces, which

are intersected by the divertor targets and hence opened, yielding reducing Lc. This
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domain of the magnetic islands hence represents the scrape-off layer (SOL) of the island

divertor. However, also a small domain with remaining good flux surfaces can be seen

for the case with no control coil current in figure 7.a as the region with Lc > 1000 m in

the island center, the so-called O-point.

Three main features can be observed when comparing these two island structures that

can have an impact on where neutrals are produced, how they are distributed, and where

they will get ionized. First, the location of the strike line is shifted by ∆swall = 5.9 cm

along the divertor target surface towards the pumping gap with an increase of the con-

trol coil current ICC = 0→ 2 kA. This reduces the distance between the strike line and

the pumping gap entrance from ∆sgap = 12.1 cm for ICC = 0 kA to ∆sgap = 6.2 cm for

ICC = 2 kA. This is the most intuitive reason for increased neutral pressures. A closer

proximity of the main recycling domain to the neutral pump is very likely to increase

neutral pressures, because neutrals born at the strike line where most of the incoming

ion flux arrives are more likely to enter the divertor pumping domain through the pump

gap. Second, the value of Lc in the direct vicinity of the strike line is decreased by a

factor of two with this increase in ICC . This can be seen when focusing on the strike

line domain at the horizontal target of figures 7.a and b. For the case with ICC = 0 kA,

the yellow color on the left and cyan color on the right of the divertor leg formed by the

island separatrix denote actual values of Lc = 170 m in the private flux region (yellow)

and Lc = 520 m towards the island (cyan). The latter is the SOL domain and hence

carries most of the heat and particle fluxes, as detected in both experiment as well as

modeling. For the case with ICC = 2 kA, theses values are reduced by more than a

factor of two, i.e. red color in figure 7.b with Lc = 60 m in the private flux region on

the left of the divertor leg and green color with Lc = 260 m in the SOL towards the

island on the right. This could yield reduced perpendicular losses due to the shorter

pathway into the divertor for the ICC = 2 kA case, which can enhance the ratio of the

amount of particles that are recycled in the divertor and build up neutral pressure to

the total amount of recycled particles, denoted as collection efficiency. Last but not

least, the island size grows from a distance between separatrix to target at the O-point

location of d ≈ 6.5 cm for ICC = 0 kA to of d ≈ 10.2 cm with ICC = 2 kA. With typical

electron temperatures Te in the island between 10− 40 eV, this would provide a larger

volume for ionization. Also, the outer gap between the island separatrix on the right

and the vertical target, which is left open for ICC = 0 kA is closed for ICC = 2 kA. This

might have an impact on neutral trapping in the island. Due to the closer proximity

of the island divertor plasma to the vertical target, this effect on the island geometry

also could result in particle fluxes on the vertical target and the upper baffle region.

These fluxes are less likely to be collected in the divertor volume and hence, they do

not contribute to the neutral particle compression in the divertor. These three features

are consistent with the observed increase of p̄n,div when the divertor control coils are

utilized and the observed trend for increased p̄n,div with increasing ICC is in line with

EMC3-EIRENE modeling as presented in [20].
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To connect to this systematic exploration study, dedicated modeling with EMC3-

EIRENE was conducted for the plasma scenarios considered in this paper. A density

scan was investigated numerically using PECRH = 5.8MW with ICC = 2kA at a particle

diffusivity of D⊥ = 0.5 × m2/s and χ⊥ = 3 × D⊥. The impurity concentration is de-

fined by a gross averaged effective erosion yield of 4% carbon flux ΓC from the incoming

hydrogen flux ΓH . For radiative fractions frad > 0.75, the impurity concentration is

iteratively controlled through an adjustment in this effective erosion yield to match the

radiation request. This EMC3-EIRENE sequence will be used to support the initial

interpretation attempts of the experimental observations of the island divertor detach-

ment throughout this paper.

For the discharge with the highest neutral pressure levels at PECRH = 6MW and

ICC = 2kA (light blue curve in figure 6, W7-X program 20180814.024), a reduction

of the incoming particle flux during an increasing neutral pressure is seen, for the den-

sity levels at which the heat flux is completely detached. This observation is shown in

figure 8 utilizing two different measurements to infer the particle flux scaling during the

density increase that yields full thermal detachment. The particle flux measurements
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Figure 8: Particle flux measurements as a function of line integrated density ne,l.i.
(figure part (a)), the radiated power fraction frad (figure part (b)) and the averaged

divertor neutral pressure p̄n,div (figure part (c)). The integrated recycling flux Φrec with

S/XB obtained from EMC3-EIERNE modeling is shown in red and with a fixed value

of S/XB = 30 is shown in grey. The Isat trace is shown in black.

are shown as a function of line integrated density ne,l.i. (figure part (a)), the radiative

fraction frad (figure part (b)) and of the averaged divertor neutral pressure pn (figure

part (c)). The first measurement used is the recycling flux Φrec,int as integral flux from

Hα measurements across the horizontal and vertical target in all ten divertor modules.

The measured Hα line emission at λ = 656.2nm was converted into a particle flux by us-

ing an S/XB coefficient of 30 as a gross averaged value, which is constituted by a value

of 15 from the atomic contribution multiplied by two due to molecules. This coefficient
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quantifies the amount of ionization source (S) per excitation (X) times the branching

ratio (B), i.e. it is the conversion factor between particles and photons measured by

the spectroscopic method [62]. This choice is as starting point and the value chosen is

based on a similar analysis in the attached temperature range at comparable plasma

edge densities in the attached regime from TEXTOR [63, 64]. As will be discussed

later, the values for the electron temperature Te in the divertor are found to be in the

range of Te ≈ 40 eV for the attached phase and 8 < Te < 13 eV for the detached phase.

Therefore, we consider a constant S/XB = 30 as a conservative assumption resulting

in an upper maximum for the particle flux invoked from the Hα measurement. These

maximal Φrec,int values are shown as grey line in figure 8 a-c.

Synthetic analysis of the volume integrated S/XB coefficient in the EMC3-EIRENE

modeling sequence used in this paper shows during the density increase that leads into

detachment an initial increase of S/XB from 23 at low density (attached conditions)

to 30 at medium density (starting thermal load reduction) to 8 in the detached phase.

The values of Φrec,int calculated with S/XB interpolated between these values at the

appropriate density points are shown as red time trace in figure 8 a-c. The measured

Hα intensity IHα on the divertor target surfaces amounts to approximately 60% of all

measured IHα . The rest is seen in front of baffle structures and the carbon covered first

wall panels, but not included in the integration here.

The accuracy of this use of S/XB values inferred from EMC3-EIRENE to interpret the

measured Hα intensities in terms of a H particle flux is defined by the agreement in the

divertor density and temperature during this density sweep. We will discuss later (see

figure 14) that densities agree within 30% and Te within a factor of two, i.e. between

40− 80 eV. The exact impact this temperature change brings for the S/XB coefficient

depends on the detail of the atomic vs. molecular release [62, 63, 65] after the recycling

process and the dominant excitation process. In the analysis of the experimental data,

we have used a summative S/XB coefficient in the relevant edge temperature regime

that included atomic ionization by electron impact and dissociative ionization in which a

molecule is dissociated and one H atom is ionized at the same time. In EMC3-EIRENE,

the EIRENE code is used to calculate the various production processes for the ions from

atomic and molecular hydrogen. This information is added when we include the change

of S/XB(Te) with increasing frad in the conversion of the Hα intensity into Φrec,int.

To estimate the impact of the deviation in modeled and measured Te on the S/XB, we

assess the change in the ionization rate coefficient from dissociative ionization SDI and

atomic ionization SAI , both through electron impact. Following [65] (included in Open

ADAS), we find that SDI(80eV ) ≈ 2.5× 10−9 cm3 s−1 → SDI(40eV ) ≈ 1.5× 10−9 cm3

s−1 and SAI(80eV ) ≈ 2.5 × 10−8 cm3 s−1 → SAI(40eV ) ≈ 1.5 × 10−8 cm3 s−1. This

shows that the deviation in the S/XB coefficient due to the difference in Te in modeling

and experiment lay within a factor of two and this will also include any deviation from
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the density uncertainty. This would affect the absolute value of the recycled particle

flux Φrec,int inferred through the S/XB method. However, as we are looking mostly for

the trends of one parameter (here Φrec,int) with respect to a control parameter (here

frad or ne,l.i.), it should be noted that SDI and SAI that are used for reference decrease

at comparable rates when going from Te = 40 − 80 eV down to Te ≈ 10 eV. There-

fore, we consider the uncertainty in the absolute value of S/XB and its scaling with

Te in this temperature range as small. Accordingly, the synthetically inferred function

of S/XB(Te) used in the reconstruction of the recycling flux provides us with a quite

robust trend for Φrec,int, that will be shown soon to also be compatible with the ion

saturation current on the divertor target. Below 10 eV, the S/XB undergoes signifi-

cant changes that are different for different ionization chains and a more sophisticated

analysis is required to scale S/XB in such an analysis. A detailed analysis of the recy-

cling fluxes with mapping of temperature data onto the spatial domain of dominant Hα

emission is necessary to quantify the particle source and its distribution in detail.

The second method utilized to quantify the evolution of the divertor particle flux with

increasing density is the ion saturation current Isat measurement from a Langmuir probe

close to the strike line. The nearest Langmuir probe is for the SDC with ICC = 2kA is

5 cm away from the strike line and hence does not provide a direct flux measurement

at the strike line. The Isat values are shown as black traces in figure 8 a-c. A clear

decrease of both particle flux measures with increasing ne,l.i. is seen in figure 8.a. For

Isat, a reduction from 75×1022 m−2 s−1 can be seen with at first a gradual decrease that

above 10.5×1019 m−2 yields a very rapid decay during the further increase in density to

eventually 25×1022 m−2 s−1. This curve shape is resembled by the Φrec,int(t) time trace

that was folded with the EMC3-EIRENE prediction of the S/XB conversion factors

from 75× 1020 s−1 to 18× 1020 s−1.

This decrease of the particle flux measurements to 30% of the attached values is a clear

sign for detachment of the particle fluxes. Considering the evolution of these particle

flux measurements with frad, as shown in figure 8.b, a linear decrease is seen when frad is

increased from 0.4 in attached conditions to 0.85 in the final detached state. This needs

to be compared to the linear decrease of q̂⊥(frad) as discussed before. The reduction

in particle flux reduces the convective heat flux that contributes with less than 20% to

the divertor heat flux. The reduction in Te discussed before and in more detail based

on figure 14 below, shows the dissipative contribution to the heat flux reduction. The

continuous cooling of the island divertor domain due to radiation hence is a main driver

of the reduction in the heat flux. The significant reduction of the measured particle

flux comes alongside with an increase of the averaged divertor neutral pressure p̄n,div
by 20%, as seen in figure 8.c. This beneficial combination of particle flux reduction

combined with maintaining and even increasing a substantial level of neutral pressure is

promising in view of maintaining good pumping while reducing heat and particle loads

to the divertor.
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The result of the EMC3-EIRENE modeling sequence for the dependence of the particle

recycling flux on frad is shown in figure 9 in direct comparison to the experimental mea-

surements. In figure 9.a, modeling results of the recycling flux (red curve with axis on

Experimentb.)
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Figure 9: Particle flux link to the recycling flux from modeling (part a), the H-atomic

distribution (part c, frad = 0.45 (left) and frad = 0.75 (tight)) and the direct comparison

to the experiment (part b). In figure part c, the most intense atomic neutral density is

shown in yellow, with red being intermediate values and blue being low values.

the left) and the molecular hydrogen density in the divertor nH2,div (green curve with

axis on the right) are shown as a function of frad. It is seen that while the recycling flux

first increases for low frad < 0.2, then saturates for intermediate 0.2 < frad < 0.5 and

starts to roll over and decrease for frad > 0.5, the neutral density in the divertor mea-

sured by nH2,div keeps increasing even beyond frad > 0.5 and only starts to decline for

radiation fractions of frad > 0.8. A very similar behavior is also seen in the experiment.

In figure 9.b, a comparable makeup of representative measurements for these quantities

from modeling is shown. In green with axis on the right, the averaged neutral pressure

in the available divertor modules p̄n,div discussed before is shown for the reference exper-

imental program with the highest neutral pressure values and full thermal detachment

(light blue curve in figure 6.a, W7-X program 20180814.024). The integrated recycling

flux Φrec,int., obtained by including the volume integrated S/XB scaling into detachment

from EMC3-EIRENE is shown as red curve with same axis on the left. All quantities

are plotted as a function of the radiated power fraction frad. This display of the experi-

mental measurements resembles the numerical finding. The low radiative domain is not

accessible at this heating power in the experiment, as will be discussed later, and the
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experimental scenario starts with saturated particle fluxes for 0.3 < frad < 0.4 at a of

neutral pressure of about 5.5× 10−4mbar. For frad > 0.4, the corrected Φrec,int. decays

rapidly, as also discussed based on figure 8. At the same time, the divertor neutral

pressure starts to increase to a level of 6.3× 10−4mbar at a level of frad = 0.8. We will

show later that this discharge scenario was stable in this regime and was maintained for

up to 28s.

The origin of this increase in neutral pressure with declining divertor target particle

fluxes can be understood with an intuitive model for the ionization distribution inside

of the divertor. Increasing frad in the divertor yields decreasing temperature which in-

creases the mean free path of neutral particles to ionization λio = vn/(ne < σv > (Te)).

As the strike line resides at some distance from the pump gap, there is an optimum

position of the strike line location with respect to the pump gap, to facilitate neutrals

entering the pump domain instead of approaching plasma edge regions where they get

ionized again. In figure 9.c, the neutral hydrogen atom distribution in the vicinity of the

pumping gap is shown from EMC3-EIRENE modeling for frad = 0.45 and frad = 0.75.

It can be seen that the distribution of neutrals widens as frad increases, which pro-

vides on average more neutrals to the pumping gap than before. This behavior can

be parametrized by a simple intuitive model (see also discussions in [20]) where the

neutral particle flux into the divertor pumping gap ΓH0
i n is an exponential function

ΓH0
in ∝ ΓH

+

ef · exp(−Fa) of the ion efflux from the plasma ΓH
+

ef that is defined by a decay

parameter Fa = l̄gap/λ̄io based on the ratio of the averaged distances to the gap l̄gap
and the averaged λ̄io. While l̄gap is defined by the magnetic configuration, including the

divertor control current ICC , λ̄io(Te) is through the temperature dependence of the rate

coefficient directly linked to frad.

This comparison of experimental and numerical findings hence provides substantial

evidence that the radiated power fraction in W7-X dissipates power such that thermal

detachment can be reached and at the same time regulates the divertor conditions such

that access of neutrals to the pumping domain is facilitated even under conditions of

diminished target particle fluxes due to reduced local ionization. This has two aspects.

One is the level of neutral particle leakage from the baffle domain into the main chamber.

Do to imperfections in the baffle closure, neutrals that are collected can stream back

into the main chamber and contribute to the main chamber pressure and hence the

upstream particle source. The actual effective neutral particle leakage is matter of

ongoing gas balance analysis, but from geometrical considerations of an estimate of

the gaps between baffle panels to the opening area of the pumping gap, it is thought

to range between 5 − 30% of the collected neutrals, depending on the actual neutral

pressure [36]. Second, neutrals that recycle and are not collected in the neutral pumping

domain are represented back to the plasma where they can be ionized and contribute to

the plasma ion source. The questions remains, which mechanism keeps this ionization

particle source domain bound to the island divertor region and prevents the ion particle
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source to expand upward towards the plasma core domain? This is experimentally very

challenging to resolve as it requires a high resolution measurement of the separatrix

density. In [20], arguments are provided based on EMC3-EIRENE modeling that high

density and low temperature across the width of most of the island facilitates charge

exchange in this domain. The mean free path until a charge exchange event occurs in

this domain can be described as λCX = vi,th/(ni < σν >CX). If λCX < wisl, the neutral

transport is defined by a diffusive process through charge exchange collisions. The

diffusion coefficient for this transport process would be the product of λCX · vi ∝ Ti/ni.

The diffusion of recycled neutrals towards the core domain would hence be reduced

for high density and low temperatures in detached conditions. This process is able

to trap the recycled neutrals in the divertor domain and increase the probability to be

collected and build up neutral pressure. This intuitive thinking is confirmed by repeating

an EMC3-EIRENE simulation with the CX-reaction switched off. The absence of the

CX process, and thus the disappearance of the associated diffusion process, facilitates

neutral penetration across the islands and leads to a significant reduction in neutral

density near the targets. Detailed further modeling of this aspect is commencing and

will be published in future papers.

5. Characteristics of plasma radiation and the link to divertor conditions

during the detachment transition

Already in figure 6, it could be seen that the accessible density range depended on the

heating power PECRH . In figure 10.a, the radiated power fraction frad is plotted as a

function of the line integrated density ne,l.i. for the experimental scenarios considered

before. In orange, frad(ne,l.i.) is plotted for the PECRH = 3MW case before the boroniza-
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Figure 10: Radiative fraction and link to the line integrated density (part (a)) and

neutral pressurefrad (part (b)). Please refer to figure 6 for the discharge numbers.

tion. With a density increase from 2× 1019m−2 to 4× 1019m−2, an increase in frad from
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0.25 to 1.0 is seen. These discharges featured thermal detachment as well as all power

was dissipated by radiation, but no substantial neutral pressures were accessible [26].

As discussed before, the density range which was reached increased by a factor of 4− 5

after boronization. This is seen by the black, green, and light blue curves of frad(ne,l.i.),

which were operated with PECRH = 3, 5.8 and 6.2 MW respectively, and the later experi-

mental program was operated with ICC = 2kA (reference program W7-X 20180814.024).

It can be seen that the density range accessed was defined by PECRH and that a small

density increase for each case was sufficient to increase frad > 0.8. In this range, full

thermal detachment was seen combined with substantial neutral pressures, which are

defined by the density.

This is shown in figure 10.b, where the averaged divertor neutral pressure p̄n,div is

depicted as a function of the radiative fraction frad for the discharges after boronization.

This set includes another discharge at PECRH = 5.8MW and ICC = 2.5kA. One

can clearly see increasing p̄n,div with PECRH , and the discussion before showed that

the reason is the link between ne,l.i. and PECRH . The actual reason for this link is

under investigation, but initial results from gas balance measurements show that these

discharges are operated with a saturated wall that desorbs particles at the beginning

and hence the density level is set by the initial release of particles during the start of

the discharge. Because the experiment was aimed on accessing high density conditions,

these density levels were utilized to push into the higher radiation domain to access

detachment. Further analysis of the gas balance and particle balance to understand the

fueling conditions for the density dependence on PECRH are ongoing.

5.1. Carbon radiation levels and location during the detachment transition

The line emission establishing the strongly increasing power dissipation with density

is born from the intrinsic impurity carbon. An extended investigation on how to use

seeded impurities for power dissipation control in the island divertor is presented in [66]

and [67]. In figure 11, the line emission from double ionized C (CIII, figure 11.a), tripple

ionized C (CIV, figure 11.b) and five fold ionized C (CVI, figure 11.c) is shown for the

experimental reference scenarios before and after boronization and for the PECRH = 3

MW with ICC = 0kA and 6MW with ICC = 2kA. This measurement is taken with

the High Efficiency eXtreme ultraviolet Overview Spectrometer (HEXOS) spectrometer

[68]. The line of sights of the four separate spectrometers that form the HEXOS system

intersect the plasma under different angles, from nearly normal to grazing incidence to

the plasma cross-section. The radial location of the emission measured is defined by its

charge state and hence by the plasma density and temperature profiles as well as the

impurity species distribution.

All three carbon charge states exhibit a nearly cubed dependence on ne,l.i.. This means,
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the higher power scenario connects closely to the lower power scenario for the emissivity

of all three charge states. Only the light blue curves for the only discharge scenario with

ICC = 2kA at PECRH = 6.2MW (W7-X experimental program 20180814.024) features

some slight offset. This characteristic overall dependence of the carbon emission IC−i for

the charge states i = III, IV, V I is consistent with the observation of a seamless density

scaling of the divertor neutral pressure as well as the heat flux reduction discussed at

the beginning. During the detachment transition, the lowest line emission ICII of the
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Figure 11: Carbon line emission for CIII, CIV and CVI during increase of the line

integrated density ne,l.i. for the experimental reference cases discussed before. Please

refer to figure 6 for the discharge numbers.

lowest carbon charge state moves inward to be located just outside of the last closed flux

surface (LCFS). This is shown in figure 12, in which ICII obtained from line emission at

λ = 712.2nm is plotted as a function of the distance d from the divertor target (x-axis)

and the time t (y-axis). This measurement was taken in a discharge with very similar

setup parameters as the reference discharge at highest pressure.The visible spectrometer

setup used for this measurement views parallel to the horizontal divertor plate and is

also used for the spectroscopy for the He-beam line ratio spectroscopy [69]. The input

power was PECRH = 5.8MW and the island control coil current was ICC = 2kA as well.

The density increase to reach detachment was controlled by density feedback to cross

the detachment transition rapidly at t = 2.1 s, as marked in figure 12.

Before this point in time, the maximum of ICII was located closely to the target plate

and featured a very rapid decay away from the target plate. After the detachment

transition, this maximum of ICII is located at d = 8cm, which is just outside of the

LCFS, i.e. from the side of the divertor target still just inside of the island. This in-

dicates strong cooling of the island divertor domain and supports the idea of reduced

temperatures which increase λio and hence facilitate the collection of neutrals as well

as shifting the ionization distribution in the island which results in diminished particle

fluxes. Also, it can yield adjustment of local temperatures and densities at the separa-

trix such that charge exchange at this region between the divertor and confined plasma
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Figure 12: Carbon radiation front measured as ICII(d, t) as function of the distance d

from the target and time t during the transition into detachment at t = 2s.

domain is enhanced as suggested in [20]. However, as discussed before, this is circum-

stantial evidence and will need a dedicated modeling effort and improved diagnostic

capabilities at the separatrix for future experiments.

The electron temperature distribution in front of the divertor is measured by the thermal

helium beam diagnostic in the divertor [70, 71] as shown in figure 13. Here, the electron

temperature Te(d, t) in front of the divertor target is plotted as function of the distance

d from the target and time t. Iso-thermal layers are included in this graph for better

visualization of the shift of the temperature front during detachment. It can be seen

that the Te = 15eV layer is shifted from a position about d = 4cm away from the target

before the detachment transition at t = 2s inward by about 6− 7cm at detachment and

nearly reaches the LCFS, which is included as grey line. This measured inward shift

of Te after the transition into detachment is in agreement with the observed shifts in

the CII radiation layer as well as with the reasoning for the increased neutral pressure

collection in the highly radiative and eventually detached cases discussed before.

To investigate plasma electron density ne and electron temperature Te in the island

divertor more quantitatively, the evolution of both with the radiative fraction frad is

plotted in figure 14 as ne(frad) (figure 14.a) and Te(frad) (figure 14.b) at the position of

the island O-point (green trace, diamond markers) and ≈ 2 cm radially outside of the

separatrix (red, circle markers) measured with the divertor Helium Beam system [69].
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Figure 13: Electron temperature Te(d, t) in between the divertor target and the

separatrix as function of the distance d from the target and time t after the transition into

detachment. The radiated fraction frad increase from 0.3 to 0.8 in between t = 2.5−6.0.

The areas with missing data points are due to ionization of the helium diagnostic gas

injection preventing sufficient line intensity for the line ratio technique utilized [72].

The according measurements from the Thomson scattering system [73, 74] are shown

as black, open circles as well in both figures. These measurements are extracted from

the observation of the scattered laser system in a channel that integrates across ≈ 3 cm

radially just outside of the separatrix. The density measurements of both diagnostic

systems agree within the measurement uncertainties. The Te measurements from the

Thomson scattering system are a factor of 1.5− 2.5 above the values measured with the

Helium Beam system. This deviation between both systems was also discussed in sys-

tematic comparison of these measurements [75] and on other devices (see e.g. [72]) and

are matter of ongoing work to improve the Collisional Radiative model used to convert

measured He emissions into ne and Te. These measurements provide us with a separa-

trix Te range of 40−100 eV at frad = 0.35 that is reduced to a Te range of 20−40 eV at

frad = 0.7, after which no reliable data can be obtained with the Helium Beam system

anymore. This continuous decrease of Te(frad) is also seen at the O-point domain (green

markers). Te(frad) is measured to reduce with ≈ 5eV/0.1 in frad going from 40/30eV

at frad = 0.3 to 20/18eV at frad = 0.7/0.5 for the separatrix and O-point region, re-

spectively. The decay Te(frad) for the Thomson scattering measurement is a factor of

two faster, going from an averaged value T̂e ≈ 90 eV at frad = 0.3 − 0.35 to T̂e ≈ 40
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Figure 14: Electron density ne(frad) and temperature Te(frad) from experiment (figure

part a and b) and from EMC3-EIRENE modeling (figure part c and d). For the

experiment, ne(frad) and Te(frad) are shown at the O-point of the island (green markers)

and at the separatrix (red markers). For the modeling, we show ne(frad) and Te(frad)

at the separatrix for reference.

eV at frad = 0.75− 0.8 at a rate of ≈ 10eV/0.1 in frad. The meaning of this reduction

rate of Te for the trend-based discussions of the detachment access in this paper will be

discussed later. The density is approximately constant in the experiments at 4.0× 1019

m−3 for the O-point and 6.0×1019 m−3 for the LCFS. More details about this diagnostic

and the SOL profile properties with the island divertor at W7-X can be found in [69, 75].

For comparison, the EMC3-EIRENE results at the separatrix are also shown for ne(frad)

(figure 14.c) and Te(frad) (figure 14.d). These numerical results are compared to the

according measurements that were discussed before. They are also relevant for the in-

terpretation of the Hα radiation to infer a divertor particle flux through the S/XB

formalism and also for the initial explanation of the substantial neutral pressure that

has been maintained even while reducing the particle flux on the target. The contin-
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uous reduction of Te(frad) seen in the measurement is reproduced in EMC3-EIRENE

going from Te = 80 eV at frad = 0.4 to Te = 40 eV at frad = 0.8. This shows a con-

tinuous cooling of the plasma around the last closed flux surface while progressing to

higher power dissipation levels. A cooling rate of ≈ 10 eV/0.1 increase in frad is seen

that compares well to the Thomson scattering measurement results discussed before.

For higher radiation levels, a very rapid further drop occurs that resembles the sud-

den expansion of the radiation front into the core plasma as discussed in [20] and that

is also the driver for the thermal detachment without high neutral pressure reported

in [76]. The separatrix density ne(frad) in the modeling increases quite rapidly up for

frad = 0.4−0.5 and then levels off to an almost constant level of 5.0×1019 m−3. This also

is comparable to the almost constant density in the measurement for this range in frad.

The radiation distribution that causes this cooling effect is discussed in the next section.

The quantitative comparison of the Te and ne values shows that the measured tempera-

tures from the Helium Beam are about a factor of two smaller than the modeled values

and the measured density is approximately 20% higher than the saturated density level

in the modeling. Te measurements from the Thomson Scattering system agree within

the measurement uncertainties with the modeled parameters. These are initial results

from a direct comparative EMC3-EIRENE study that is going on. As described before,

the input was adapted to general control parameters of the discharge such as the ne,l.a.
value and PECRH . Canonical guesses for the transport coefficients for particle D⊥ = 0.5

m2 s−1 and heat diffusion χ⊥ = 3 × D⊥ were used. The C impurity abundance was

defined by an overall sputtering yield of 4% of the incoming particle fluxes and adjusted

for frad > 0.8 to reach the high radiation levels, i.e. the relative C source was increased

beyond the level of a 4% yield. The comparability with experiment of Te within less

a factor of two - depending on the measurements considered - and of ne within 20% is

hence considered a satisfying agreement for the purpose of this paper.

The main result from this comparison is the observation of continuously reduced divertor

plasma temperatures from the target to the separatrix domain. It shall be noted that

the Te values shown in figure 14 show Te > 10eV for the detached state for the plasma

domain from the O-point radially inward to the LCFS. This measurement location is

within 10 cm distance to the target plate. This suggests a detachment at rather high

Te values that does not require volume recombination as additional energy and momen-

tum loss channel. Initial spectroscopic survey of H lines to detect recombining features

in the plasma in front of the targets did accordingly not provide evidence for volume

recombination. Based on this, the linear relationship between Te in the SOL and frad
is consistent with increasing radiation due to increasing ne,l.i. at the upstream position.

The detachment discussed in this paper hence seems to be governed by the radiative

losses and not by additional energy losses usually present in cold, dense tokamak diver-

tor detachment regimes [38]. The stability of the core plasma parameters during this

dissipation process will be discussed in the next section.
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Measuring the exact spatial distribution of the radiated power is very difficult due to the

3D nature of the plasma edge layer and limited access to the plasma through the cryostat.

However, a bolometer system is available at W7-X to measure the radiation distribution

[71, 55] and this measurement enables to assess the location of the dominant radiation

domain. In figure 15, the averaged line emissivity measured with a bolometer, which is

located in a triangular poloidal cross-section and has horizontal lines of sight, that is

free of divertor components. Because the divertor target plates are the dominant source

of radiating impurities after boronization, it is important to understand the location of

the bolometer to the divertor modules. The toroidal distance in the SD-configuration

to the neighboring bean shaped planes in which the next divertor module starts is ±36o

equaling ≈ 40 cm and the distance to the nearest divertor high-iota part in which each

divertor module ends is ±8o, equaling ≈ 10 cm.
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Figure 15: Radiation distribution at one poloidal plane measured with the horizontal

bolometer system at W7-X [55]. The position of the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS)

is marked as white dashed lines for orientation.

We consider again the main analysis target discussed in this paper (W7-X program

20180814.024). This discharge transitions with a long density ramp into the regime

with frad > 0.8 and detachment at around t = 6.5s. The radiation distribution mea-

sured with a horizontal bolometer [55] shown in figure 15 as a function of time, indicates

a gradual increase of the radiation and a growth of the radial extend of the radiation

zone. However, the closest magnetic connection to the divertor module occurs in the

upper region at reff = 52cm, where for t > 6s a majority of the radiation intensity is

located. This agrees with the observation of strong CII emission at the island separatrix

and is in support of a significant trapping of the C radiation at the transition between
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island and the confined plasma domain. The approximate position of the LCFS marked

as a white dashed line in figure 15 is for the standard divertor configuration with ICC = 0

kA. However, the experimental program considered here was operated with ICC = 2 kA,

which results in an inward shift of the separatrix location by about 5 cm, as discussed

previously based on figures 7 a and b. A localization of the dominant fraction of the

radiative losses at the island separatrix, i.e. in some narrow layer around the LCFS was

also seen for discharges before boronization, where high level of power dissipation due to

Oxygen enabled access to thermally detached plasma regimes at low density [76]. Also,

in LHD it was seen that a magnetic island located in the stochastic layer around the

confined domain is capable of trapping the impurities well enough to aid localization of

the power dissipation and stabilize detachment [77, 78]. The localization of the narrow

layer in which a significant amount of the radiation occurs just around the separatrix

implies a challenge for the resolution of the amount of radiated power from inside and

outside of the confine plasma domain. Exactly determining the amount of radiation

emitted from inside and from outside of the LCFS is important in the future. This

measurement is presently not possible due to limited spatial resolution of the bolometer

systems. Using the LCFS position as indicated now to calculate the radiation in the SOL

during detachment results in Prad,SOL = 35%. It is also noticeable that while Prad,SOL(t)

stays constant during the detachment, Prad,core increases in between 5.7− 7.8 s to decay

before the end of the discharge. This can be seen by the increase of the radiated power

in this time window as the lower separatrix in figure 15.

The distribution of the total radiated power Prad(R,Z) around the islands can presently

only be addressed numerically due to the limitation in diagnostic capabilities discussed

before. We again use the EMC3-EIRENE modeling sequence as discussed before to

investigate the general trends. It was pointed out already that there are uncertainties in

matching the experimental data in detail, but it was shown that the modeling and ex-

periment agrees within at least a factor of two in Te and within 30% for plasma density.

This is a sufficient agreement to investigate the dependence of Prad(R,Z) on frad, be-

cause the uncertainties in the ionization length λC,io for Carbon between 40− 80 eV are

small. Considering for simplicity of the argument electron impact ionization on C as dis-

cussed in [79], it is seen that the cross section σe,C,io increases from σe,C,io ≈ 2.15×10−10

m2 at Te = 40 eV to σe,C,io ≈ 2.25 × 10−10 m2 at Te = 80 eV. This is a change of less

than 10%. This is well within the uncertainty of the other parameters that determine

the ionization length λio = vth/ne < σe,C,iov >, i.e. the C impurity thermal velocities

and ne. Therefore, we consider the modeled Prad(R,Z) in the vicinity of the island as

representative for the scenario analyzed. This applies under the purview of a comparison

between experimental and numerical trends when plasma density and frad are increased

and the detached state is reached. Further refinements of this experiment to model

comparison to obtain a quantitative match will be presented in future papers. This

effort relies mostly on improvements of diagnostic capabilities that are being prepared

for the next operational campaign of W7-X.
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Figure 16: Radiation distribution at the poloidal plane in the bean shaped cross-section

modeled with EMC3-EIRENE for four different levels of radiated power, starting from

35% in figure part (a), increasing to 60% in figure part (b) to 78% in part (c) and ending

at the high radiation case of frad = 0.9 in figure part d.

In figure 16, the evolution of Prad(R,Z) of carbon during an increase of frad from 35%

to 90% is shown. The same modeling parameters as introduced earlier were used. In

general, for frad < 50%, intensive radiation mainly originates in the outer radial region

where the plasma interacts with the divertor plates. With increasing frad from 50%

to 80%, the zones of intensive radiation move radially inwards and approach the X-

points of the magnetic islands poloidally. Up to this point in frad, the radiation is

well located in the edge islands, radially outside the last closed flux surface. This

is the radiation level for which stable detachment with high neutral pressures were

found in the experiment. When rising frad above 80%, the separated radiation areas

finally arrive and merge together at the X-points establishing a poloidal radiation belt

with clear radiation peaks around the X-points and hence the radiation fronts start to

penetrate into the confinement region. This radiation level agrees with the observation

of a noticeable reduction of the stored energy in the experiment. Therefore, the overall

trend in the modeling with EMC3-EIRENE matches the overall observation in the

experiment that stable detachment with minimal impacts on core confinement were

reached for frad < 0.8. Maintaining a moderate temperature reduction at the separatrix

and stable operation without radiative collapse was more challenging for larger values
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of frad → 90% and higher. From this comparison of experiment and modeling, an frad
value between 80 − 90% seems optimal to maximize dissipation and hence heat flux

detachment and avoid that the radiation impacts the plasma core domain adversely.

The link to the plasma core domain is discussed in the next section.

6. Steady state capability of the detached island divertor scenario

This attractive divertor scenario was held stable for up to 28 s with minimal control

needs and no change in the wall conditions with respect to elevated surface temper-

atures, enhanced impurity production or hydrogen outgassing was seen. In figure 17,

the characteristic discharge time traces of this long pulse, stable scenario with full de-

tachment are shown. In figure 17.a, the input power PECRH , the total radiated power

Prad,tot and the radiated power in the divertor Prad,div is plotted. One notices a fast

ramp up to full power of PECRH = 5.2MW at 0.5 s. During this time, the polarization

of the EC-heating was switched from secondary X-mode to secondary O-mode [32] and

a stable power deposition was obtained until t = 23.5 s, at which one gyrotron stopped

working yielding a reduction of PECRH down to 4.7 MW until the end of the discharge.

At t = 2.0 s, a density ramp from a line integrated density ne,l.i. = 10 × 1019 m−2 to

ne,l.i. = 12.5× 1019 m−2 was performed as shown in figure part (c), that resulted in an

increase of Prad,tot from 2 MW to 4.6 MW, of which 1.0 MW and 2.2 MW, respectively,

were irradiated as Prad,div. It is important to note that limited spatial resolution of the

bolometer system makes the exact localization of radiation losses in the edge around

the last closed flux surfaces difficult. Therefore, a larger fraction of Prad,tot could well

be attributed to Prad,div. This is discussed below in more detail.

With this density increase and the associated increase in the radiated power fraction

frad, shown in figure part (h), from frad = 0.4 in the attached case to 0.85 < frad < 0.95

in the detached phase, the heat flux detaches from the divertor surface as shown in figure

part (e) by the time trace of the integrated heat flux Qint to the divertor and the aver-

aged heat flux < q >. Both measured heat fluxes are reduced to 30− 40% of the values

during the short attached phase before 2.5 s. During this transition into detachment, the

energy confinement stays constant as seen in figure part (b), where the time traces of the

ion temperature Ti(t), electron temperature Te(t) and of the diamagnetic energy Wdia

are depicted. Stable conditions at Ti = 1.5 keV, Te = 2.2 keV and Wdia = 620 kJ were

demonstrated for the entire duration of the detached phase. The only noticeable small

change during the 28 s long detached phase are a result of the loss of the heating power

of one gyrotron. The density time traces stay constant as seen in figure part (c) and the

effective charge number as a measure for the plasma purity stays constant at Zeff = 1.5.

In the right column of subfigure in figure 17, the particle fluxes (part (f)) and the neu-

tral pressure measurements (part (g)) are shown. The particle fluxes are quantified as

before by using the ion saturation current Isat from the Langmuir probe nearest to the
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Figure 17: Stable detached discharge scenario for 28s with full detachment and stable

high neutral pressures in the 10−4mbar regime. Please see explanations in text for

details.

strike line (black curve with axis on the left in figure part (f)). In addition, the averaged

integrated recycling flux Φint on the horizontal and vertical targets of all divertor mod-

ules is shown as blue curve with axis on the right in figure part (f). Both particle flux

measures are reduced to 20 % of the attached value (Isat) and to 50 % of the attached

value (Φint). However, for the latter value no adjusted S/XB coefficient was used. If

we assume the same coefficient as used in the analysis of the slow density ramp before,

Φint would be lowered by a factor 8/32 due to the reduction of S/XB from 32 in the

attached phase to 8 during detachment. This systematic uncertainty from the S/XB

coefficient leaves the assessment of the actual particle flux reduction open until more

detailed spectroscopic studies have been conducted. However, it can be clearly seen that

both heat as well as particle fluxes are reduced on a level that represents a substantial

detachment and lowers heat flux and eroding particle fluxes strongly.

The detachment of this long pulse discharge goes along with significant neutral pressure

build up and neutral compression. This is shown in figure 17.g. Here, the averaged

divertor neutral pressure pn in the vicinity of the entrance to the divertor chamber is

shown by the black curve with axis on the left and the neutral compression ratio Cn
is shown as blue time trace with axis on the right. At the transition into detachment,

pn is reduced somewhat and recovers to exceed the level of pressure seen before detach-
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ment. The neutral compression is reduced from > 50 to ≈ 40. This analysis confirms

that even for the duration of 28 s heat and particle flux detachment was combined with

substantial neutral pressures and significant neutral compression. The relation between

this control of the neutral particle inventory and the exhaust capacity of the divertor

will be discussed at the end of this paper. Over the entire duration of the detached

phase the radiative power fraction frad stayed > 0.8, but well below unity. We saw no

indication that this discharge scenario would turn unstable; instead, it appeared that

this scenario is a steady-state operational regime.

In order to assess the scaling of this detached scenario towards steady state conditions,

the scaling of the density and the divertor pressure with power was investigated, assum-

ing that the direct relation between frad and the density as discussed before prevails. In

figure 18.a, the scaling of ne,l.i. with input power PECRH is shown and in figure 18.b, the

scaling of p̄n,div with ne,l.i.. To obtain this scaling, the stably detached phases for this
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Figure 18: Scaling of ne,l.i. with heating power (part (a)) and of pn with ne,l.i.
(part (b)).The data set contains averages across the stable detached phases of various

discharges with different values of divertor control coil currents ICC with 0.7 < frad < 0.8

.

set of discharges were used. As another sorting criterion, the applied divertor control

coil current ICC was used, which is embedded in both plots by the according markers

and colors. Red triangle markers denote averaged densities and neutral pressures for the

ICC = 0kA case, black diamond markers are for the ICC = 1kA cases, and green square

markers stand for the ICC = 2kA case. One case at ICC = 2.5kA is included as blue

circle marker. This analysis reveals that the density obtained scales nearly linearly with

input power and similarly the averaged neutral pressures scale linearly with the density.

The scaling of frad with density was discussed earlier based on figure 11.a. These findings

together suggest that increased heating power at comparable external fueling levels (see
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next section) results in an increase of the density. Explanation of this finding requires

establishing a full particle balance for these scenarios that accounts for the external,

recycling and first wall particle sources, as well as the number of exhausted particles

and the total number of particles in the plasma (see, for instance, the single reservoir

particle balance models in [80, 81, 82]). Such an analysis is commencing presently [83]

and the details of this topic are hence deferred to a later paper. The observed cor-

relation of nl.i.(PECRH) can possibly be linked to increased particle sourcing from the

first wall with higher heating power in combination with increased fueling efficiencies.

The relation between frad(nl.i.) is, as discussed, most likely related to increased particle

fluxes and increased impurity sourcing as well as increasing radiation efficiencies of C

as Te is reduced. The resulting increase in pn(PECRH) and hence pn(frad) includes this

dependence on the line integrated density. This complex topic is subject to further anal-

ysis and maybe more experiments. An initial attempt on investigating the underlying

impurity content in the island divertor is described in [84] and is being prepared for

publication elsewhere.

The correlation between the level of ICC and pn is obstructed by the fact that not all

discharges were operated at the optimum frad = 0.8. Those measurements that re-

side underneath the scaling but still were operated with ICC > 0 kA featured elevated

0.9 < frad < 1. They were found to result in a gradual decrease of pn at this radiation

level. However, a clear tendency is seen in figure 18.b that the manipulation of the

island size when applying ICC even at the 1kA level can increase the neutral pressure by

30− 40%. This is particularly obvious at ne,l.i. = 11.5× 1019 m−3 in figure 18.b, where

already at ICC = 1 kA an increase of pn of 50 % is indicated. However, further raising

of ICC did not yield further pressure increase. In general, the discharges with ICC > 0

kA are found above the cases with no coil current at comparable densities. Importantly,

as a general trend, these results show a weakly linear scaling of pn with input power.

Therefore, a further enhancement of the pressure build up capacity during detachment

in the island divertor is expected as input power capacity will be increased for future

campaigns.

An important aspect of the stable particle balance is an equilibrium of the amount of

particles injected to fuel the detached discharge and the amount of particles pumped.

This is shown in figure 19, with the divertor fueling rate in atoms/s in black and the

pumped flux in atoms/s in red. On the left the 30 s these time traces are shown for the

discharge discussed above and on the right, the time traces for a comparable detach-

ment program are depicted. Overall, for both discharges a comparable level of particle

source (3− 4.5× 1021 at/s) is required to establish the scenario and the particle source

requirement decays while the discharge evolves into the steady state conditions. The

decay rates of the particle source for both discharges is different and the reason for this

is most likely found in the history of the wall condition. However, these two examples

show that within the duration of the discharge, the source flux and pumped flux come
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Figure 19: Time traces of particle source rates and pumped neutral particle flux rates

showing that an equilibrium is obtained that is the basis for a steady state particle

balance.

into an equilibrium, at least within uncertainties of the measurements. A discussion

of what the actual source and sink rate numbers mean in terms of a stably pumped

particle balance will follow. The black horizontal line in figure 19 (b) show the level of

pumping that would be obtained for the neutral pressures achieved in these discharges

with the cryogenic pumping system that will be installed for future campaigns.

The pressure levels reached in the divertor pumping domain scale favorably towards

steady state particle exhaust conditions for the upcoming high-performance campaign

in 2022, where the actively cooled High-Heat-Flux (HHF) divertor will be installed. In

order to assess the exhaust capabilities under the neutral pressure conditions measured

during detachment, the pumped flux Φpump is compared to the neutral particle flux

Φin injected through gas feedback system during these discharges. The pumping was

realized during the Test Divertor unit (TDU) campaign using Turbo Molecular Pumps

(TMPs) with a total pumping speed of 37, 500 liter H2 s−1. With the HHF divertor, a

cryo-pump will be installed which will approximately triple the pumping capacity to a

total of 108, 000 liter H2 s−1. To calculate Φpump, we use the maximum pressure value

of 8.0× 10−4mbar reached during detached plasma scenarios after the boronization and

the maximal pressure before boronization, which was found to be 5.0 × 10−5mbar. To

calculate Φin, the injected gas flux from all gas injections systems at W7-X was added

up. This approach utilizes the fact that the discharges were initially fueled by desorption

from the wall and later were carried forward with gas injection. The initial gas balance

indicates that during this phase, the density feedback system requested enough gas to

over-fuel the system and the wall reservoir was absorbing particles until the end of the

discharge. This means that the gas flux accounted for actually exceeds the steady state

particle source requirements and represents an upper maximum.
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In table 1, a comparison of the gas input and output for the detached scenarios before

and after the boronization is shown. For the scenario before boronization, too low

neutral pressures were reached which limits the capacity to exhaust the injected flux

for steady state density conditions in these plasmas. The fueling efficiency was lower

for these scenarios as seen in moderate densities for comparable resulting in even higher

injected particle fluxes Φin. After the boronization, however, the necessary neutral flux

was balanced by the exhausted flux due to the strong increase of the neutral pressure

during full thermal detachment including reduced particle fluxes. Because the pumping

capacity will even further increase in the HHF divertor due to the cryo-pump, steady

state pumping is very likely possible for the high-performance, steady state regime,

assuming the injected gas flux will fuel at least as efficient as in the conditions of the

detached plasmas in the past campaign.

Scenario Value TMP only in TDU with cryo-pump in HHF

Post-boronization Φpump 5.2× 1020 H2/s 1.4× 1021 H2/s

Φin 5.0− 8.0× 1020 H2/s 5.0− 8.0× 1020 H2/s assumed

Pre-boronization Φpump 9.0× 1019 H2/s 2.7× 1020 H2/s

Φin 2.2− 20.0× 1020 H2/s does not scale

Table 1: Overview of particle exhaust capabilities for the pre- and post-boronization

scenarios calculated for the exhaust capacity with TMP only for the Test Divertor unit

(TDU) compared to the the High-Heat-Flux (HHF) divertor with cryo-pump.

7. Summary and conclusion

A stable, thermally fully detached island divertor regime has been demonstrated in the

island divertor at Wendelstein 7-X. This maintains heat fluxes to the divertor target

plates on technically feasible levels throughout the detached discharges. Particle fluxes

are reduced substantially to reduce heat deposition by recombination in the target ma-

terial and material sputtering. This is accomplished simultaneously with an neutral

pressure and neutral compression level that scales favorably towards steady state parti-

cle exhaust for the upcoming High-Heat-Flux (HHF) divertor campaign. This scenario

is based on sufficient radiative power dissipation by carbon as intrinsic impurity. Stable

detached plasma conditions were obtained at radiative power fractions of 80%, which

are accessible for a broad range of ECH power levels between PECRH = 3MW up to

the maximum, stably available power during the campaign of PECRH = 6.2MW. A lin-

ear density scaling with PECRH was found for the detached phases of these discharges,

which resulted in a linear scaling of the accomplished neutral pressures with PECRH
through density. Even without any further enhancement of the heating power capaci-

ties of W7-X, this regime scales favorably to steady state particle exhaust conditions.

The neutral pressures reached enabled to exhaust the amount of injected particles to

fuel the discharge in steady state with the pumping scheme based on Turbo Molecular
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Pumps (TMPs) only. The cryogenic pump, which will be installed for the HHF divertor

setup, will provide further headroom to expect a stable and steady state particle exhaust

regime. Further particle sources could be tolerated if required for instance for density

profile shaping by pellet or neutral beam injection. A first long pulse demonstration

for up to 28s was accomplished in the past campaign, in which full thermal detachment

with reduced particle fluxes at sufficient neutral pressure was held stable, only limited

by the capacity of the ECH heating system and eventually input energy limits.

A key element in this promising island divertor scenario is the dependence on the suffi-

cient amount of radiators that radiate at the right temperature to locate the impurities

and the radiation in some layer around the island divertor domain. However, the exact

location of the dominant radiative losses cannot be measured presently and is a mat-

ter of further analysis aided by 3D modeling efforts. The analysis presented supports

a strong localization of the radiation just inside of the island separatrix which relies

on a fine balance of radiative cooling and the ionization and impurity trapping in the

divertor. Detailed analysis of the divertor impurity content and its capacity to retain

the impurities will be addressed in future papers. But towards the reactor perspective,

where almost certainly different material choices will be made, it will be essential to

investigate the detachment behavior with such impurities. Seeding of impurities, in

particular Nitrogen (N), is a candidate to substitute the functionality of carbon as stud-

ied in detail already for tokamak divertor solutions (see e.g. [85, 86, 87]) and was also

studied intensively at LHD [88]. It was shown in [67], that the transition into detach-

ment can be induced by N seeding for the island divertor at W7-X. The integration of

this finding into the stable detached regime discussed here and the extrapolation of this

island divertor regime towards reactors with different PFMC materials remains a future

challenge.
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